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ABSTRACT. The BCRS is presently de�ned for an isolated solar system by ignoring e�etsfrom osmology. Various problems that arise if one tries to math the BCRS with a osmologialmetri that desribes the expansion of the universe are disussed. An approximate solution forthe BCRS with osmologial onstant � is given.1. THE BCRS AND COSMOLOGYAording to IAU-Resolution B1.3 the BCRS with oordinates (t;x) is de�ned by a metritensor of the form g00 = �1 + 2w2 � 2w24 +O(�5)g0i = � 43wi +O(�5) (1)gij = Æij �1 + 22w�+O(�4) :Here, the gravito-eletri potential w generalizes the usual Newtonian gravitational potentialU and the gravito-magneti potential wi desribes gravitational e�ets resulting from movinggravitational soures. The order symbols in Eq.(1) indiates that the validity of the metritensor is restrited to the �rst post-Newtonian approximation of Einstein's theory of gravity. Inthat approximation, using the harmoni gauge ondition, the �eld equations read�� 12 �2�t2 +r2�w = �4�G� +O(�4) ; (2)r2wi = �4�G�i +O(�2) :Here � and �i are the gravitational mass and mass urrent density, respetively. Mathematiallythey are related to the energy-momentum tensor T �� by� = 12 �T 00 + T ss� ; �i = 1T 0i : (3)297



For the present de�nition of the BCRS spaetime is assumed to be asymptotially at, i.e.,limr!1t=onst g�� = diag(�1;+1;+1;+1) : (4)This ondition assumes that all kinds of gravitational soures outside the solar system, as wellas the vauum energy (or osmologial onstant) that pervades every volume element of ouruniverse, are ignored.As is well known the (averaged) global mass-energy distribution on large osmi sales de-termines the global geometry of the universe as well as its global dynamial development. Fora desription of the universe on large sales the so-alled \osmologial priniple" is of greatvalue. This priniple says that on very large sales our universe is homogeneous and isotropi.Mathematially the Robertson-Walker metri follows from this priniple. For a at spae insuitable oordinates (T;X) this metri takes the formds2 = �2 dT 2 + a2(T ) dX2 ; (5)where a(T ) is the osmi sale fator. Suh a osmi metri has profound onsequenes forastrometry: it desribes osmi red shift e�ets due to the expansion of the universe and leadsto various distane measures like parallax distane, luminosity distane, angular diameter dis-tane or proper motion distane that di�er from eah other (Weinberg, 1972). The question ofempirial validity of the osmologial priniple has been investigated in detail in reent years(Lahav, 2000 and referenes quoted therein). Up to sales of order of some 100 Mp the universeis obviously very lumpy and dominated by a hierarhial struture (our galaxy (0.03 Mp), theloal group (1-3 Mp), the loal superluster (20-30 Mp)). Deep red shift surveys like the 2dFGalaxy Redshift Survey show distint strutures like the great wall with dimension of 150�70�5Mp. On sales larger than about 100 Mp the osmologial priniple, however, seems to besatis�ed well. Further support omes from studies of the anisotropies of the Cosmi MirowaveBakground Radiation (CMBR), espeially the data from the Wilkinson Mirowave AnisotropyProbe WMAP. The data show (Lahav, 2000) that for sales larger than about 1000=H Mp(H is the the Hubble onstant in units of 100 km/s/Mp) density utuations Æ�=� are smallerthan 10�4. Thus the Robertson-Walker metri an be justi�ed empirially for suh large spatialsales. Theoretially one expets suh a metri to result from some spatial averaging proedure(unfortunately suh a rigorous averaging algorithm has not yet been worked out for Einstein'stheory of gravity) and the question is what kind of signatures of this osmi metri an be foundloally, e.g., on solar-system sales.The WMAP data just mentioned also ontributes signi�antly to the present osmologialstandard model. Aording to that model the age of our universe is about 13.7 billion years, theHubble onstant H0 = (71 � 4) km/s/Mp and the total density parameter 
 that determinesthe global geometry of the universe is about 1, i.e. our universe is pratially at (whih is alsoimplied theoretially from the ination senario). More spei�ally the ontribution to 
 fromluminous matter is about 0.04, from dark matter 0.23 and from the vauum energy 0.73.2. RELATING THE BCRS WITH A COSMOLOGICAL METRICDue to the hierarhial struture of our osmi neighbourhood one might extend the hierarhyof astronomial referene systems from the GCRS and the BCRS to some \GaCRS" (galatielestial referene system), some \LoGrCRS" (loal group elestial referene system) et. Insuh a hierarhy eah system will ontain tidal fores due to e�ets from the external matter.Nevertheless, at a ertain sale osmologioal e�ets an no longer be ignored and the expansionof the universe has to be taken into aount. 298



Theoretially one faes the problem how to math a loal metri suh as the one de�ningthe BCRS with the Robertson-Walker metri that desribes the gravitational physis on largeosmi sales. As a �rst step in the present paper we onsidered the vauum energy only. Thevauum energy an be desribed by a osmologial onstant �. We started with the followingansatz for the loal metrig00 = �1 + 22 w(t;x)� 24 w2(t;x) +O(�5);g0i = � 43 wi(t;x) +O(�5);gij = Æij �1 + 22 w0(t;x)�+O(�4): (6)Sine the onstant � is very small (� � 2 � 10�52 m�2) we neglet all terms O(�G) (G beingthe Newtonian gravitational onstant). In this approximation and implying the gauge onditionw;t +wi;i = O(�2) the �eld equations readw;ii � 12w;tt = �4� G� + 2 �; (7)wi;jj = �4� G�i: (8)Denoting w� a potential satisfyingw� ;ii � 12w�;tt = �4�G�; (9)one gets w = w� + 16 2 �xi xi; (10)w0 = w� � 112 2 �xi xi: (11)Note that for positive values of � the vauum yields a repulsive gravitational fore. Potentialw� denotes the ontribution of ordinary solar system matter and the remaining terms desribethe inuene of the overall vauum energy in the universe. In our loal oordinates at this levelof approximation the osmologial onstant leads to a stati osmi tidal-like term that growsquadratially with oordinate distane r (r2 = xi xi). Looking at orders of magnitude one �ndsthat these osmi tidal terms are ompletely negligible in the solar system (see also Cooperstoket al., 1998). Only at osmi distanes where the osmi red shift are not negligible they play arole.It is important to note that there exists a well-known exat solution of the Einstein �eldequations with osmologial term alled the Shwarzshild-de Sitter solution:ds2 = �A2dT 2 +A�1d�2 + �2(d�2 + sin2 �d'2); (12)A = 1� 2m� � 13 � �2; (13)where m is the Shwarzshild radius (normalized mass) of a spherially symmetri body em-bedded in the de Sitter universe with osmologial onstant �. In the limit � = 0 this solution299



oinides with the Shwarzshild solution in the Shwarzshild standard oordinates. In thelimit m = 0 Eq. (12) desribes the de Sitter osmologial solution (empty stati universe withosmologial onstant �). This well-known metri an be transformed into isotropi form whih,negleting terms of order O(m�), oinides with the metri (6) potentials with (10) for the aseof a spherially symmetri mass distribution. On the other hand the same metri (12){(13) anbe transformed into the form (Robertson, 1928)ds2 = g00 2 dT 2 + gRR dX2; (14)g00 = � 1� m2 a� R1 + m2 a� R!2; (15)gRR = a2�(T )�1 + m2 a�R�4; (16)a�(T ) = exp r�3  T! ; (17)whih an be though of as a perturbed Fermi-Walker solution (5). This form of the metri anbe used to math the BCRS metri (6) with (10) to the Robertson-Walker metri. Indeed, atthe osmi distanes where the � terms in (10) play a role, the non-spherial part of the loalpotential w� and the loal vetor potential wi an be negleted, and the rest an be diretlymathed to (14){(17). This mathing and further details will be published elsewhere.The general Robertson-Walker metri (5) with arbitrary a(T ) an be also transformed inwhat we an all \loal oordinates". Indeed, the transformationt = T + 122 a _a2R2 +O(R4); (18)x = a(t)X �1 + 14 2 _a2R2 +O(R4)� (19)brings the metri (5) into the formds2 = ��1 + 12 �aa R2 +O(R4)� 2 dt2 + 1 + 12 2 � _aa�2 R2 +O(R4)! dx2: (20)The same proedure an be done to any order of R. In the limit of de Sitter universe the funtiona(T ) is de�ned by (17) and (20) oinides with the Shwarzshild-de Sitter metri and with theBCRS metri with � in the orresponding limits. The fat that loal oordinates exist also forgeneral Robertson-Walker metri fosters the hope that the BCRS an be also mathed to theRobertson-Walker universe in the general ase. Details will be published elsewhere.We might �nally ask about the ontribution of visible and dark matter to the spaetime met-ri and formulate the 'Loal Expansion Hypothesis': the osmi expansion indued by ordinary(visible and dark) matter ours on all length sales, i.e., also loally. The question whether thishypothesis is true or not has a long history and one must onfess that this fundamental problemso far has no satisfying solution. If we forget about the �-term the famous Einstein-Strauss solu-tion (Einstein, Strauss, 1945, Bonnor, 2000), where a pure stati Shwarzshild solution withoutmass-energy inside of some spherial vauole an be mathed exatly to a global Robertson-Walker metri indiates that this hypothesis might be wrong. It has been argued that suh asolution is unstable and annot be generalized to situations of less symmetry but neverthelessthe sign of warning is lear. This also indiates that the transition from the loal metri to the300



osmi one annot be studied by looking at a single spherially symmetri density inhomogene-ity; one rather has to study theoretially a basially lumpy universe, de�ning some suitablespatial averaging proedure and then study the limit of larger and larger sales. Likely the inho-mogeneity sale determined by the two-point orrelation funtion will also theoretially indiatethe validity of the osmi Robertson-walker metri.In onlusion let us summarize that if one is interested in osmology, radial oordinatesof remote objets (e.g., quasars) should be de�ned with respet to a metri whih turns intoa osmologial metri (e.g. the Robertson-Walker one) in the limit of very large baryentridistanes. Several possibilities to onstrut suh a metri have been skethed above. Theimpliations of suh a \loal osmologial" metri on the proessing of astrometrial data shouldbe further investigated.3. REFERENCESW. Bonnor, Class.Quan.Grav. 17, 2739 (2000)F. Cooperstok, V. Faraoni, D. Vollik, Ap.J. 503, 61 (1998)A. Einstein, E. Straus, Rev.Mod.Phys. 17, 120 (1945)First Year Wilkinson Mirowave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) Observations; papers in: Ap.J.S.,148 (2003)O. Lahav, Pro.of the NATO ASI, Isaa Newton Institute, Cambridge, July 1999; ed. R.Critenden, N. Turok; KluwerH.P. Robertson, Philosophial Magazine, 5, 835{848 (1928)R.C. Tolman, Relativity, Thermodynamis and Cosmology, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1934S. Weinberg, Gravitation and Cosmology, Wiley (1972)
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